User manual for Excel and R-versions of MetaMass
MetaMass is designed for meta-analysis of subcellular proteomics data. Multiple MS datasets are used as input to visualize the
subcellular localization of thousands of proteins as a heatmap. The application also provides statistics for the precision of the
subcellular mapping. The rationale behind MetaMass is that subcellular proteomics is very much work in development. There is no
consensus on the best fractionation protocols and no definitive source of information about the subcellular localization of most
proteins. Thus, the field is to a certain extent comparable to an equation with two unknowns. MetaMass provides simple means to
compare new MS data to published datasets and also to compare MS data to information in annotation databases.
The input is i) The dataset a table with protein identifiers and numerical data for the relative abundance of proteins in subcellular
fractions from one or more experiments ii) The marker set is a table with protein identifiers and single-location annotations. The
default marker set is the one that provided the best fit with the 11 MS datasets that were analysed in the article. The set contains
6654 proteins. It is worth noting that the listed subcellular locations are by no means definitive, and single location-annotations are
not meant to indicate exclusive locations, but rather main location. The set represents a starting point. Marker sets will be revised as
more information is published. Users have the flexibility to choose other marker sets and design their own sets.
The dataset is first subjected to K-means clustering to identify groups of proteins with similar distribution in subcellular fractions.
Proteins in the clusters that match those in the marker set are identified automatically in MetaMass, and the clusters are classified,
scored and sorted on basis of the markers.
The output from MetaMass is i) heatmaps that visualize the classified dataset, ii) precision-recall curves to assess the fit between
the data and the marker set, iii) a statistics table, and iv) a table with assigned locations and precision scores for individual proteins.
Use of the manual: This user manual contains screenshot examples of all the steps from formatting the output from software such
as MaxQuant to obtaining the final result. Users should first retrieve Supplementary Table 1 from the article, since this table is
tightly integrated with MetaMass and contains data examples.
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MetaMass Excel
The Excel version and R-versions can be used inter-changeably, and the data formatting is the same. We expect that most users will format data
in Excel for both versions, and also use Excel to process the output. All users should therefore read pages 4-6 on data formatting. R-users may
then move directly to p18 for description of MetaMass R. Even those with no previous R-experience will find the R-version to be very fast and
user-friendly. The Excel version is for users who prefer to do all tasks in a single environment. Some of the output files from Excel are also more
flexible.
Required software : Microsoft Excel 2007 or later (Mac or Windows version). We recommend users install the Excel addin Merge Tables Wizard
from Ablebits (https://www.ablebits.com/excel-addins.php#merge-tables). This addin greatly simplifies data formatting.
Cluster 3.0 (http://bonsai.hgc.jp/~mdehoon/software/cluster/software.htm)
JavaTreeview. (https://sourceforge.net/projects/jtreeview/files/)
Overview of the steps (see figure on p3)
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Data formatting (pp4-6): The dataset should be a tab-delimited text file containing official gene symbols and normalized MS signal values
measured in subcellular fractions . Results from multiple datasets should be merged into a single spreadsheet spreadsheet
K-means Clustering: Cluster 3.0 (p7)
Data entry: The dataset and the clustering result (kgg output file from Cluster 3.0) are copied into the MetaMass Excel (p9).
Analysis: Buttons in MetaMass Excel activate the analysis functions (p9). These functions classify, score and sort clusters on basis of their
content of markers and calculate the recall of markers in the clusters. The sorting index is transferred to the dataset. Separate buttons are
used to copy the results, and the user pastes these into new spreadsheets (p10).
The classification result contains a table with the markers, assigned locations and purity scores (p10).
The statistics are reported in tabular form (pp11-12) and as Precision-Recall curves (p13).
The spreadsheet containing the reorganized dataset is processed in Cluster 3.0 and visualized as a heatmap in JavaTreeView (pp14-15).
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Overvieview of steps involved in use MetaMass Excel
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pp15-16
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Data formatting (1) Remove multiple identifiers and normalize data in individual datasets
2

1

The output from MS software typically contains columns with protein identifiers and MS signal values.
1. Data formatting begins with the removal of multiple identifiers in column A . Use the Find and Replace function in Excel to remove
characters after the separating character. In the example above: Find: ;* (*=wildcard), Replace: (no entry)
2. Calculate the relative signal intensity in the fractions. It is common to estimate the recovery in percent of the sum of signals in all
fractions. (i.e. normalize to 100). If there is large variation in the coverage between the samples, or if the fraction number varies, it may be
useful to compensate for this by normalizing some samples to higher numbers (e.g. 200 or 400). This will improve data visualization in
heatmaps.
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Data formatting (2): Merge multiple datasets into a single table (automatic in R-version)
Merged table
Dataset 1

Headers dataset 1

Users should install and learn to use the Ablebits Merge Two Tables Wizard to effectively transfer data between spreadsheets. The tool is a user-friendly and enhanced version of
the Excel VLOOKUP function. Common identifiers in the two spreadsheets are used as reference (in this case Human Uniprot Id and column headers), and one sheet is updated
with data from another.
The worksheet «Data import table» in supplementary table 1.9 contains a list of all Uniprot entries for the reviewed human proteome with the corresponding mouse and human
Uniprot accessions and official gene symbols. Copy this worksheet into a new Excel workbook (see «merged table» above), and use the new workbook as destination for import
of data. This ensures that the identifiers match those in the tools. Copy headers from each dataset into the top row of the new workbook and use the Merge Two Tables Wizard
to import data from individual datasets. After data import, generate a column at the end with the sum of all row values. Sort the spreadsheet on the sums in descending order,
and remove rows with no content of data. Each dataset should be separated by an empty column. Replace empty cells within all datasets with the value 1 (or 0), and leave one
empty column between each dataset. Replacing missing values is essential, since the clustering algorithm performs poorly when datasets have missing data. Examples of
formatted datasets are found in Supplementary Table 1.3. (Datasets).
MetaMass only accepts HNGC human gene symbols as protein identifiers. The final step is therefore to delete identifier columns other than Human Gene.
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Data formatting (3): Example data are found in Supplementary Table 1.3

Supplementary Table 1.3 contains the formatted data used in the article.

Supplementary Table 1.3 contains the formatted data that were used in the article. Columns BN:BY can be used to select proteins that were identified in individual studies and
reconstruct individual datasets. Filter on the value 1 to select proteins in a particular study. Copy all data from the table into a new spreadsheet and delete all other datasets and
save as tab-delimited text. To reconstruct the heatmaps in Fig. 2, select all data (columns B:BL). Paste into a new spreadsheet and save as tab-delimited text with file name
study1-11. Then save a copy as study2-11 and delete dataset 1. The file study2-11 is clustered as explained on p7 to cluster without bias from study 1. The contents of file study111 is pasted into MetaMass Excel. MetaMass Excel does not cluster data, but reorganizes the dataset (including study 1) with regard to the clustering result from Cluster 3.0.
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K-means clustering of dataset (automatic in R version)

Input to Cluster 3.0: Dataset formatted as described on
pp2-3. Tab-delimited text. Example files are found in
supplementary table 1.3. (Datasets). These can be copied
and saved as tab-delimited text for trial purposes (see
p6).
Open text file in Cluster 3.0
Adjust data as indicated
below (normalize genes)

K-means clustering
Adjust number of groups to
obtain an average of 5
proteins per group. Number
of runs=1. Metrics =
Eucledian distance. (For
example dataset 2-11, use
1400 clusters)
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Output from Cluster
3.0:
Kgg file with
Protein identifiers and
group membership.
Note that the option
«all files» must be
selected in Excel to open
kgg. files. Copy columns
A:B and paste into the
workspace in MetaMass
Excel (p9).

7

Supplementary Table 1.8 contains the clustering results used to generate Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 in the article. As a
first test, these can be copied into MetaMass Excel (see p 9) together with the corresponding data from
supplementary table 1.3.
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2

1

4

5
3

1. Click clear all, to prepare the sheet. 2. Copy the clustering result into columns A:B. 3. Copy dataset into the “Paste dataset” sheet. Note that MetaMass does not cluster data, but
rather organizes the dataset according to the clustering result from Cluster 3.0. To generate Fig.2 in the article, we used the clustering result for datasets 2-11 and pasted all data from
studies 1-11 into MetaMass. With this approach, dataset 1 is aligned to the other datasets, but not included in the analysis. 4. Click one of the calculate buttons to analyze data in
context of selected marker set. 5. A message box appears when the results are ready. The analysis takes 30sec to 2 min depending on the size of the dataset and the computer.
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Current marker
set

Click to copy selected
results. Paste into a
new Excel workbook to
assemble data from
multiple analyses in a
single spreadsheet

The results appear in these sheets
By clicking the COPY buttons, MetaMass automatically copies the corresponding results. Once all results have been pasted into new Excel workbooks, the user may immediately select
a new marker set and analyze the same data, or click “clear all” and enter new data.
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Classification result

In the sheet «Result Classification», proteins are sorted according to assigned location, a factor generated by multiplying purity score
and cluster size, group and gene. The group numbers in the original kgg file have been replaced with new numbers that reflect the sort
index of the groups. This is the mapping result, and the rank in the sheet and the purity score indicates confidence. Copy the results in
to new spreadsheets to save them.
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Results Stat (1)

Assigned locations

Markers

The numbers in columns B:L correspond to the number of markers in row 1 that were recovered in
clusters assigned to the locations in column A.
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Results Stat (2)

The lower half of the «Results Stat» sheet shows values calculated on basis of recall values (see p9)
TP= True positives = recovered within clusters assigned to their location.
FP= False positives= recovered within clusters not assigned to their location
TN=True negatives = recovered outside of clusters not assigned to their location
FN=False negatives= recovered outside of clusters assigned to their location.
Recall: TP*100/(TP+FN)
Precision: 100* TP/(TP+FP)
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Result PR

The columns show cumulative recall (true positives in cluster/all positives in dataset) with the corresponding values for precision (true positives in cluster/all markers in cluster).
The button “copy PR data” copies the values in columns A:X. Users can paste these into new spreadsheet and generate their own graphs (scatter line plots). Overlays are
generated by copying two additional columns (for example, columns A:B) and pasting the data into the scatter plot as indicated in the «Paste Special» dialogue box to the right.
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Result Heatmap

The «Result Heatmap» sheet contains the reorganized dataset. The sort index is the same as in the classification result.
Identifiers in column A have the following syntax: gene name (space) group; marker_ assigned location.
Examples: Classification with Christoforou markers
ADSS 0;Cytosol_cytosol = group 0, cytosol marker, mapped to cytosol here
ADIH2 0;0_cytosol = group 0, not detected in study 1(Christoforou) mapped to cytosol here
BPNT1 0,unclassified_cytosol= group 0, detected but not mapped in study 1, mapped to cytosol here
The button «COPY HEATMAP DATA» copies the reorganized dataset. Open a new spreadsheet file and save as tab-delimited
text. This file is next used as input in Cluster 3.0 to process the file for visualization as a heatmap in JavaTreeView. (see p 16)
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Visualize mapping result
4 Generate heatmap
Pixel settings

Open the text file with the reorganized dataset in Cluster 3.0
Select «normalize genes»
Select «K-means, organize genes, clusters:1 and runs 1.
With this setting, the protein identifiers in the heatmap will be
organized the same way they are in the original text file.

Open the cdt output file from Cluster 3.0 in Java
TreeView
Select «pixel settings» in the JavaTreeView «settings»
menu. Adjust pixel settings as indicated above.
Select «export thumbnail image» in the JavaTreeView
«Export» menu to generate a .png picture file useful to
prepare figures.
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User-defined marker set

Users can easily use the Merge Tables addin and add their own marker set. Use Gene name or Uniprot Accession as common identifiers for the annotation
lookup table in MetaMass Excel and update column I with the location of the new markers. The names for subcellular locations must be the same as those
used in the tool already (e.g. PM for plasma membrane, ER for endoplasmic reticulum etc. ). Any information to the right of column I is not used by
MetaMass. Users can therefore add multiple columns with different marker sets and simply copy the one they want to use into column I. To use the
markers in column I for analysis, click the button “user-defined” in the workspace.
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MetaMass R
The R-version provides robust and simple means to perform all the analyses described in the manuscript. The dataset input is the same as for
the Excel version, so most users will probably format their data in Excel first (see pp4-6). Analysis in R is considerably faster than in Excel, and all
output files are auto-saved. The output is a heatmap file for visualization in JavaTreeView, a text file table with subcellular mapping for use in
Excel (see example in supplementary table 1.15) and precision-recall curves for visualization in e.g. Acrobat Reader.
The user interface is command-based, but for most purposes, it is sufficient to modify a single short command. No R-experience is therefore
needed. A list of the commands with explanations is found in supplementary Table 1.10. They are also described in detail here.
Installation : Install software in the indicated order. Commands that can be copied directly into R-studio are in bold. All links and commands are
found in Supplementary Table 1.10 (in case text copy from pdf fails)
Install R (https://cran.r-project.org)
Install R Studio (https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/)
Install R-devtools: Open R studio and use command: install.packages("devtools")
Install MetaMass: Once devtools is installed, use the command: install_github("stuchly/MetaMass")
After installation, activate MetaMass with the command library(MetaMass)
Open user manual from within R-Studio: vignette("MetaMass")
Install JavaTreeview (https://sourceforge.net/projects/jtreeview/files/)
When restarting R-studio, simply use the command library(MetaMass) to start the application
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Preparation for testing with data provided in Supplementary Table 1:
Generate a new folder and assign a name such as “Test”.
Copy the following datasets from supplementary Table 1 into new Excel sheets and save as tab-delimited text in the “Test” folder
with file names as specified below.
Data_Fig2a (Table 1.13), new file name: Data_Fig2a
Supplementary Table 1.3 has a text box with instructions on how to select the single datasets listed below (columns BN:BY, row
10).
Dataset 4: new file name: study4
Dataset 9: new file name: study9
Dataset 10: new file name; study10
Set the folder “Test” as the working directory in R-studio.(Menu: Session /set working directory/choose working directory)
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Example 1: Default option
Most users are likely to prefer the default option, since the command is very simple. The command below will generate a
heatmap similar to that in Fig.2a in the article, a data table similar to that in supplementary Table 1.15 and precision recall
curves similar to one of the traces in Fig. 2b. Users only need to modify the names for the input and output files to work
with other datasets.
analyze.MSfile(MSfile = "Data_Fig2a.txt", overlap=2, output = "Fig2a") (copy from Supplementary Table 1.10 if pdf copy fails)
Explanation:
analyze.MSfile : the function used in all analyses (no modifications allowed)
MSfile: input file (to modify : “my_input_file.txt”, note that the file suffix must be typed, in this case .txt )
Overlap: minimum protein overlap in datasets (use 1 if only one dataset is to be analyzed)
Output: prefix to name output files. (to modify e.g. “my_file_name”, file suffix not needed)
Default settings: Users can type or copy premade commands to modify a number of variables (pp21.24). The following
default settings are used unless these commands are called.
Metadata: The files are analyzed in context of internally stored metadata. The “Christoforou” dataset corresponds to
study 1 in the article. This dataset was chosen as default because of the high resolution and coverage of proteins in
cytoplasmic organelles. By default, meta-data are not clustered, but aligned to the clustered dataset. i.e. similar to what
was described for Fig. 2 in the article. With this setting, meta-data mainly serve as a visual reference in heatmaps.
Cluster size: The program automatically adjusts the number of clusters to obtain an average of five proteins per cluster.
Marker set: The marker set “Study 1+ Uniprot/GOoverlap” described in the article provided the best fit with MS data. This
set was therefore selected as default.
The output files are auto-saved in the working directory. All output files have the prefix “Fig2a”. The Fig2a.cdt file is a
heatmap file (JavaTreeView), the Fig2a_table.txt is the classification result table (e.g. Excel), and the Fig2a_pr.pdf and
Fig2a_pr_abs.pdf contain precision-recall curves (e.g. Acrobat Reader).
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Example 2: Meta-analysis of data in multiple individual text files
Meta-mass Excel users must first merge all datasets into a single text file. For Mac users, who cannot use the Merge
Tables Wizard, this operation can be difficult. Merging of datasets is built into the R-version. Thus, users can select
multiple individual text files and have the application merge them automatically.
analyze.MSfile(MSfile = c("study4.txt","study9.txt", "study10.txt"), overlap=2, output = "study4910")
Explanation: to merge multiple files into one analysis, use the command shown above. The only changes needed
are the file names, and the name of the output file.

Overlap=2

Default (overlap all)

The heatmap contains all data (i.e. also those that have lower overlap than 2). However, only those with an overlap of 2 or
more are included in the analysis. The heatmap image can therefore simply be cropped (middle heatmap). Alternatively,
users may choose the default option, which is overlap in all datasets, and the heatmap will only show the overlapping
proteins. Note that the overlap may be low when analyzing data from multiple experiments that are very different. In
these cases, it is better to select an overlap of 2 or 3.
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Example 3: Align new data to a high resolution, clustered dataset
The default option in MetaMass is to cluster data and align meta-data. However, users can do the reverse, or cluster
both. Here, we clustered the high resolution dataset from study 1 and aligned data from studies 4, 9 and 10.
analyze.MSfile(MSfile = c("study4.txt","study9.txt", "study10.txt"), overlap=2, output = "study4910“, group=0,
cluster.metadata=TRUE)
Explanation: the command group=0 specifies no clustering of the test dataset (MSfile), while cluster.metadata=TRUE
specifies clustering of the metadata.
Study 1 (clustered)
cytosol

Study 4 Study 9 Study 10

Study 1 (aligned)

Study 4 Study 9 Study 10

cytosol

cytoskeleton
ribosome
Lyso/endosome

Plasma
membrane

ER

Mitochondria

cytoskeleton
ribosome
Lyso/
endosome
Plasma
membrane
ER
Mitochondria

Nucleus
Nucleus

The left heatmap shows results obtained when data from study 1 were clustered and classified, and data from studies 4, 9 and 10 were aligned.
Those in the right heatmap show the opposite. The two maps are very similar. Thus, the combined results from studies 4, 9 and 10 recapitulate
the high resolution mapping from study 1. Individually, set 4 9 and 10 have low resolution. The method used in study 4 yielded high purity of
mitochondria, but poor separation of nuclei and membranes. Study 9 obtained no resolution of cytosol and membranes, but clean nuclei. In study
10, there was sharp separation of cytosol, membranes and nuclei, but plasma membrane proteins were accidentally recovered in the cytosol
fraction (probably due to solubilization with digitonin). Thus each component resolved in study 1 has a unique signature based on the differential
partitioning obtained with the three methods in studies 4, 9 and 10. This demonstrates the utility of meta-analysis.
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Example 4: Apply user-defined marker sets
Users can generate their own sets of markers. Here, we saved the content of supplementary table 1.11 as a text file
named “MyMarkers” in the working directory. Columns 11 and 12 contain annotations on the main locations (as opposed
to single location only) assigned by the Human Protein Atlas as supportive and uncertain, respectively. The command
Annotation = “MyMarkers.txt”, specifies the user-defined list, while markers = 11 and markers = 12 specify HPA
supportive, and uncertain annotations, respectively.
analyze.MSfile(MSfile = c("study4.txt", "study9.txt", "study10.txt"), output = "HPAmain_UNC", cluster.metadata
= TRUE, Annotation = "MyMarkers.txt“)

HPA main location, supportive
Study 1
cytosol
Plasma
membrane

Study 4 Study 9 Study 10

HPA main location, uncertain
Study 1

Study 4 Study 9 Study 10

cytosol

cytoskeleton

ER
Mitochondria

cytoskeleton
Mitochondria
Nucleus

Nucleus

Result: The HPA supportive annotations resolve organelles. By contrast, there is very little structure in the heatmap
corresponding to the uncertain annotations. Thus comparison with MS data points to a large difference between annotations
classified by the HPA as supportive and uncertain, respectively.
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Example 5: apply multiple marker sets in parallel
Generate recall precision curves for multiple different marker sets (i.e similar to those in Fig. 2b in the article, but with
traces for all available marker sets).

analyze.MSfile(MSfile = "Data_Fig2a.txt", overlap=2, output = "Fig2acurves", markers = c(3:8))(copy from Supplementary
Table 1.10 if pdf copy fails)
Explanation: MetaMass has built in multiple marker sets that were described in the article and listed in the annotation lookup table in
supplementary table 1. The marker sets are numbered as follows: 3= Christoforou+UniprotGO_overlap, 4= UniprotGO_overlap, 5
UniprotGO_sum, 6= HPA_Single_supportive, 7= HPA_Single_uncertain. Set 8 is a slim version of 3, where cytoskeleton is referred to as
cytosol, and proteins in cytoplasmic organelles and membranes are referred to as membrane. This set is useful to assess precision of
methods used to separate cytoplasm, membranes and nuclei. (article Fig. 2c). To use any single marker set, use e.g. the command
markers = 4, to use multiple sets in parallel use c(3,4,8) or c(3:8) to select all. The output is precision recall curves for each marker set
overlaid. The heatmap will only be generated for the first marker set.
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